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Abstract
Anycast is defined as a service in IPv6, which provides
a stateless best effort delivery of an anycast datagram to
at least one host, and preferably only one host. It is a
topic gaining increasing interest. This paper is an attempt
to gather and report on the work done on anycast. There
are two main categories at present: network-layer
anycast and application-layer anycast. Both of the
categories involve anycast architectures, routing
algorithms, metrics, applications, etc. We also present an
efficient algorithm for application-layer anycast. At the
end of this paper, we point out the possible research
directions based on our research.
1. Introduction
With the dramatic development of computer network
technology, a lot of new application requirements appear,
and researchers try to develop new protocols, models to
meet the ever increasing and changing requirements. In
the 1980s, researchers focused on wide-area resource
location [1][2][6][36], and in the early of 1990s, the
research on wide-area resource location was conducted on
the Internet [7][19], because of the surge of the Internet.
Much work during that period concentrated on the
mirrored or replicated servers on the Internet, trying to
locate the “best” service from the servers.
In [16], the authors mentioned the work of resource
allocation in a view of traffic dispersion [24] [25] [26]. In
the papers, Krishnan and Silvester claimed a necessity of
adjusting routing decisions in ATM networks to the needs
of each specific type of traffic. They discussed making
resource allocation on the cell, burst, or connection level,
depending on traffic characteristics, thereby achieving
finer control of the network resources.
Guyton and Schwartz [17] developed a prototype tool
for the Network Time Protocol (NTP). It attempted to
discover relevant information about every NTP sites on
the Internet. The tool provided a means by which new
NTP server administrators could make informed choices
among the possible servers with which to synchronize,
balancing the need for accurate time with the need to
distribute server load.
With the development of computer network, several
problems with current networks are identified: the
difficulty of integrating new technologies and standards
into the shared network infrastructure, poor performance
due to redundant operations at several protocol layers,
and the difficulty of accommodating new services in the
existing architectural model. Therefore, the concept of
active network [9][34] emerged from discussions with the
broad DARPA research community in 1994 and 1995.
Active networks are an approach to network architecture
in which the switches of the network perform customized
computations on the messages following through them.
Partridge, Mendez, and Milliken [30] originally
proposed the idea of anycasting in network layer. They
defined IP anycasting as a service to deliver an anycast
datagram to one of the members of an anycast group. The
idea of anycast meet the requirements of mirrored or
replicated servers in the Internet, therefore a number of
research is quickly conducted in the area.
Anycasting research, as defined by the original
authors, began in network layer. It mainly contains
anycast architecture [22][29][30], anycast routing
algorithms [23][27][37][39], anycast Quality of Service
[38], server selection metrics for anycast [20], and
anycast for load balance [3].
At the middle of 1990s, some researchers found the
limitations of network-layer anycast, for example,
inflexibility and limited supported by current routers,
hence, they presented the idea of application-layer anycast
[4][5][14], focusing the research on anycast in the
application layer. The application-layer anycast is
compatible with the nature of current Internet facilities
and suites for current application requirements too.
The rest of this paper is organised as following:
Section 2 reports the research work on network-layer
anycast. Section 3 offers the research on application-layer
anycast. In section 4, we present our proposal, an efficient
algorithm for application-layer anycasting. Finally,
section 5 summaries the paper and discusses the possible
directions of research on anycast.
2. Research on Network-Layer Anycast
The current research on anycasting can be classified
into two categories: anycasting in network-layer and
anycasting in application-layer. The original idea of
anycasting was on network layer, and then some
researchers developed the concept of anycast into
application layer. In this section, we will present the
relative work on network-layer anycast.
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2.1. Anycast Definition and Architectures
The original work by Partridge, Mendez, and Milliken
[30] proposed the idea of anycast for the IP next
generation, and discussed its network layer support. They
defined IP anycasting as:
A service provides a stateless best effort delivery of an
anycast datagram to at least one host, and preferably
only one host, which serves the anycast address.
The authors created the idea based on IP next
generation, which is an extension of current IP networks,
IPv4, hence the architecture is similar to IPv4. The paper
recommended assigning anycast its own address space. It
also pointed out the major problems that anycast must
deal with: The first is the challenge of anycast in
hierarchical aggregation. The second is the stateless
nature of the service, an issue that makes the
establishment of TCP connections on top of anycast
addresses problematic.
OE and Yamaguchi [29] pointed out that a point-to-
point communication in which its end point is specified
by an anycast address does not work well, especially with
connection-oriented protocols. An obvious reason is that a
routing path between certain nodes may vary with
changes on the network configuration. Hence, packets
using an anycast address may not be sent to the same
node when changes on the routing path occur. Therefore
they presented two mechanisms, Source Identification
Option and Anycast Address Mapper, to deal with the
issue. The authors did two experiments, HTTP proxy
service and DNS service, and the results confirm that the
proposed mechanisms work correctly.
[29] points out a bug of anycast service, and presents
two feasible mechanisms to fix it, and the paper confirms
the correctness of the mechanism, but it does not provide
a performance evaluation.
Katabi and Wroclawski [22] considered the traditional
belief that IP-anycast should be routed similarly to unicast
had hampered the acceptance and deployment of anycast.
The anycast routing protocol should rather recognize the
characteristics of IP-anycast and benefit from them to
scale. Forcing anycast to obey the unicast routing
paradigm wastes routing resources. Moreover, it is likely
that at any given time there is a predictable set of anycast
groups that users in a domain access with high
probability, and that this set is much smaller than all
anycast groups in the entire Internet. Based on these
knowledge, they proposed a scalable architecture for
global IP-anycast (GIA in short). Their design scales by
dividing inter-domain anycast routing into two
components. The first component builds inexpensive
default anycast routes that consume no bandwidth or
storage space. The second component, controlled by the
edge domains, generates enhanced anycast routes that are
customized according to the beneficiary domain’s
interests. They conducted simulation for performance,
and it shows that their design worked well. The authors
also proved that it is practical by implementing the GIA
in the multi-threaded routing toolkit.
The original proposed anycast is based on IPv6
platform, an extension of IPv4 architecture, therefore its
architecture inherits the same defects of the current
Internet architecture.
[22] offers a fresh air about the future IP anycasting,
which breaks through the existing unicast frame, and
proposes a two-layer IP anycasting architecture. But
several problems need to be solved for the architecture:
such as, 1) The acceptance of the metric for deciding an
anycast group, and 2) The compatibility of proposed
architecture with the current Internet architecture. [29]
provides two practical mechanisms for anycasting on
current Internet with limited modification. It combines the
protocols of current Internet, therefore, inevitably, the
architecture inherit the disadvantage of the current
Internet. Moreover, protocol stack implementation
requires further research on a number issues, such as
scalability, performance, security, and so on.
2.2. Network-Layer Anycast Routing Algorithms
2.2.1. The RTT-based Server Selection Policy
Yamamoto, et al. [27] [39] presented a server selection
policy for anycasting by RTT (Round Trip Time). The
user response time consists of server processing delay and
network delay for requesting and replying data traversing
in the network. In the active anycast, it is necessary that
an active router selects an adequate server taking account
of not only server load but also network latency. They
proposed the probabilistic server selection based on a
measured RTT at an active router. An active router
measures the RTT from itself to servers by monitoring the
request and replying data. Then, the active router
calculates the probability of server selection based on the
measured RTT. When a RTT is high, selection probability
is small in inversely proportion to the RTT. With the
probability, the active router decides which server to be
accessed.
Client Server
Router RouterActive Router
RTT
Application
Server
processing
delay
Request
Data
Network delay
Figure 1 RTT measurement
However, Figure 1 shows that a measured RTT at the
active router is not equal to the one at the client side, it
takes the RTT (the bond line part) of the active router as
the RTT of the client. This means that this RTT does not
take the congestion between the client and the active
router into account.
The authors conducted a simulation, which shows that
the performance of RTT-based algorithm is much better
than a server-load-based algorithm. Moreover, with added
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active routers, a RTT-based algorithm can also deal with
the congestion between active routers and clients.
2.2.2. A Routing Protocol for Anycast Message
Xuan, Jia et al [37] proposed and analysed a routing
protocol for anycast message. It is composed of two
subprotocols: the routing table establishment subprotocol
and the packet forwarding subprotocol. In the routing
table establishment subprotocol, they proposed four
methods, the Shortest-Shortest Path Method (SSP), the
Minimum Distance Method (MIN-D), the Source-Based
Tree Method (SBT), and the Core-Based Tree Method
(CBT) for enforcing an order among routers for the
purpose of loop prevention. The methods differ from each
other on information used to maintain orders, impact on
QoS, and the compatibility to the existing routing
protocols. In the packet forwarding subprotocol, they
proposed a Weighted-Random Selection (WRS) approach
for multiple path selection in order to balance network
traffic. In particular, the fixed and adaptive methods are
proposed to determine the weights. Both of them
explicitly take into account the characteristics of
distribution of anycast recipient group while the adaptive
method uses the dynamic information of the anycast
traffic as well. Correctness property of the protocols was
formally proven. Extensive simulation was performed to
evaluate their designed protocol. Performance data
showed that the loop-prevention methods and the WRS
approaches have great impact on the performance in
terms of average end-to-end packet delay. In particular,
the protocol using the SBT or CBT loop-prevention
methods and the adaptive WRS approach performed very
close to a dynamic optimal routing protocol in most cases.
Xuan and Jia [38] studied Distributed Admission
Control (DAC) procedure for anycast flows with QoS
requirements. In the paper, they designed three algorithms
for destination selection in distributed admission control:
Even Distributed (ED), Weighted Distributed with route
Distance and local admission History information
(WD/D+H), and Weighted Distribution with route
Distance and available Bandwidth information
(WD/D+B). The authors evaluated the proposed
mechanisms by mathematical analysis and computer
simulation. Performance data demonstrated that in terms
of admission probabilities, the heuristic DAC can perform
close to those that utilize global and dynamic status
information of network, which is much more expensive
and difficult to realize.
2.2.3. Anycast in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
Ko and Vaidya [23] extended the Temporally Ordered
Routing Algorithm (TORA in short) [31] to an algorithm
called GeoTORA for anycasting routing. TORA is one of
a family of link reversal algorithms [15] for routing in ad
hoc networks. For each possible destination in the ad hoc
network, TORA maintains a destination-oriented directed
acyclic graph (DAG). In this graph structure, starting
from any node, if links are followed in the logical
direction of the links, the path leads to the intended
destination.
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Figure 2 Anycasting using modified TORA
Figure 2 illustrates the anycast scheme of GeoTORA.
In this example, nodes A, B, C and D belong to an
anycast group. The present DAG structure is shown in
Figure 2 (a), each node outside the anycast group can
reach one of the anycast group members by the DAG.
Now, suppose the link (G, A) is broken, the resulting
DAG structure is shown in Figure 2 (b). Observe that now
node G does not have any outgoing link. In response, the
logical direction of link (G, J) is reversed, resulting in the
DAG shown in Figure 2 (c). Now all nodes that are
outside the anycast group have an outgoing link (and a
path to at least one node in the anycast group).
2.2.4. Summary of Anycast Routing Algorithms.
RTT-based server selection policy for anycast [27][39]
is simple and practical, and its performance is better than
that of the server load-based algorithm and the network
latency-based algorithm. Furthermore, it is not necessary
to take care of all the responses from the servers except
the first response server, and it is not necessary to
calculate the possibility. In essential, the first response
tells us which server among the anycast group is the
“best” one.
The solutions presented in [37] are practical for the
coming IPv6, and they are simple and compatible to the
current Internet and use comparable amount of
information with those protocols that are currently used to
route other types ( unicast and multicast ) of packets.
Similar to the traditional routing algorithms in IPv4, it is
passive and need more consideration QoS. Fortunately,
[38] discusses the anycast flow with QoS requirements by
the methodology of Distributed Admission Control. One
contribution of the work is: it shows that the performance
of DAC is very close to the performance of those which
take us of global and dynamic status information of
network, but the cost is dropped dramatically. [38]
mentions three aspects only, route distance, local
admission history, and available bandwidth information,
that affects on anycast QoS. It is possible that we should
involve more aspects for anycast QoS because of the
increasing and different applications, such as accuracy,
security, et al.
GeoTORA [23] is a customized algorithm for wireless
network, in which the network topology is very dynamic,
as a result, it does not suit for the fixed Internet. On the
other hand, it implies that anycasting problem is a issue of
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Graph Theory. There are two sets in the graph, anycast
server set and client set, the issue is how to find the “best”
way between the two sets. It points to a very promising
direction, in which we can apply their foundings to solve
anycast routing problems.
2.3. Network-Layer Anycast Metrics
Hanna, Natarajan, and Levine [20] examined the
server selection metrics for anycast: hop counts,
autonomous system (AS in short) count, round-trip times
(RTT in short ), transfer times of a 10k file, and random
selection. They presented a novel two-step server
selection methods: ping set pre-selection and transfer set
pre-selection. Their result demonstrated that the pre-
selection techniques perform the best and require the least
work of all metrics. They designed transfer set and pings
set, based on server selection on a two-step process, in
which, they first pre-selected a subset of 3-5 well-
performing servers; then, they selected among the servers
in that subset for downloads during a 10-day period.
Transfer set isolates subsets based on ping times and then
250k file transfer; ping set isolates subsets based on ping
time only.
Guyton and Schwartz [18] also explored the cost and
effectiveness of a variety of approaches of server location
techniques, including: reactive gathering, anycast, routing
table polling, route probing, and hop count probing
(triangulation). They uncovered a number of tradeoffs
between effectiveness, network cost, ease of deployment,
and portability across different types of networks, and
concluded that: 1) from the perspective of efficiency,
anycast is the clear winner among the five techniques.
However, anycast needs support of IPv4 routers in
practice, and 2) The authors considered triangulation
would be cost effective, actually, hop counts are not
sufficient to provide good server location choices.
Matrics is important for evaluating proposed
architectures, models, and algorithms. Anycast metrics
are the continuing and extension of the traditional
network metrics. Research in this area is limited. More
research is needed if anycast is to be used in advanced
networks.
2.4. Network-Layer Anycast Applications.
Researchers in IBM [3][13] studied using network
layer anycast for load distribution in the Internet. In their
papers, they investigated how the IP anycast service can
be exploited by hosts connected to the Internet without
significantly impacting the routing and protocol
processing infrastructure already in place. They proposed
possible enhancements to routing and forwarding to fully
exploit the potential of the anycast service. They also
discussed changes required in the host protocol stack
which would enable applications to transparently use the
anycast service. More specially, they proposed a scheme
that limits the required changes to the IP layer processing
and described its implementation in the AIX TCP/IP
stack.
Jia, Zhou, and Kaiser [21] proposed a novel efficient
mobile multicast protocol (MMP in short), taking
advantage of the anycast routing technology. The MMP
has two aims: 1) using mobility agents and anycast group
to facilitate flexible connections for mobile nodes; 2) an
anycast address is configured by a group of multicast
routers on the subnet that are designed to support a
specific multicast group. The simulation showed that
MMP is more efficient in terms of delivery delay and
throughput of multicast packets than bi-directional
tunnelling and remote subscriptions.
Geocasting [28] has been proposed as a mechanism to
deliver messages of interest to all hosts within a given
geographical region. Ko and Vaidya [23] combined
anycast and flooding for geocasting. The details of the
algorithm, GeoTORA, have been discussed previously in
this paper. In GeoTORA, TORA ( unicast ) routing
protocol has been modified to perform anycast and local
flooding has been utilized to limit flood to a small region.
The simulation shows that the integration of TORA and
flooding can significantly reduce the geocast message
overhead as compared to pure flooding and LBM scheme,
while achieving high accuracy of geocast delivery.
Anycast is the result of the requirements for Internet
applications, therefore it may be applied to many areas. It
is natural to apply anycast in load balancing, such as [3],
[13], and other proposed models. There is a huge
potential for anycast in network layer multimedia
applicatioins, for example, Internet based conference,
vedio, et al, although there is no such papers so far based
on our knowledge. [21] and [28] show that it is a good
choice to apply anycast in wireless networks and ad hoc
networks. From [21], it is also a good research direction
to combine anycast with mobile agent technology.
Combining different services together can provide more
better services, such as combining anycast and geocast in
[28]. There is a newly proposed service, Concast [10], a
counterpart of anycast, which is a network layer service
that provides many-to-one channels: multiple sources
send messages toward one destination, and the network
delivers a single “merged” copy to that destination. If we
combine anycast with concast, the Internet can provide a
new bi-direction anycast-similar service. Obviously, the
application of anycast will become popular, and we are
sure that there will be more services proposed by
researchers.
3. The Application-Layer Anycast
3.1. The Application-layer Anycast Architecture
Bhattacharjee et al [4] [5] [14] examined the definition
and support of the anycasting paradigm at the application
layer, providing a service that maps anycast domain
names into one or more IP address using anycast
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resolvers. The motivation of the authors derived from the
limitations of network-layer-supported anycasting, for
example: anycasting requires router support.
They then defined the architecture of application-layer
anycasting, shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, a client tries
to find a service from the replicated servers on the
Internet. First of all, the client sends an anycast query to
the anycast resolver to decide which server among the
replicated servers is the “best”. Then an anycast response
is obtained, which consists of the “best” service server’s
website name or an IP address. The rest of the transaction
is the traditional unicast operations.
Client Anycast
Resolver
Ipv4 Router
Server Server Server
Anycast Query
Anycast Response
…
Internet
Figure 3. The architecture of application-layer
anycasting.
This model is the only one that we can find for
application-layer anycast at present. As discussed this
model overcomes some of the disadvantages of network-
layer anycast, and it is more feasible for current Internet.
There is a obvious problem for application-layer anycast
architecture – it is a concentrated system. It is possible a
better solution that distributes the anycast resolver into
different places geographically or logically. As a result
there comes new issues: how to distribute the resolvers?
how to synchronize the data among the resolvers? how to
assure the accuracy for the clients? and so on. All these
problems are worth investigation.
3.2. An Application-Layer Anycast Routing
Algorithm
Chen and Mao [12] investigated on how to provide
anycast service in the application layer in a pure IPv6
environment. First of all, the authors explored the
Predicted Transfer Time (PTT) model. Further more, the
authors considered the Total Response Time (TRT),
measured from the time the connection request is sent to
the time the whole document is received, is usually a
good metric for distance measure. In practice, the client
would prefer one of the replicated server, which located
closer to it, since going a long way through the backbone
network to the other server could potentially face the risk
of link failure and unexpected traffic congestion due to
requests from other clients. Based on these, they also
considered giving the priority to servers located in the
same subnet as the client localizing the traffic, which is
introduced into the metric as a weight factor. The
Weighted Total Response Time (WTRT) is decided as
their distance metric for server selection.
)]_)(([ 21 BW
sizePpacketsEklatencykwWTRT ⋅⋅+⋅=
Where, the multiplicative factor w in front is the
segregation weight (SW) to localize the traffic. The term
inside the square bracket is an expression for the Total
Response Time, where BW is the available bandwidth,
E(packets) is the expected total number of sent packets
considering packet loss and retransmission, P_size is the
average TCP packet size, and K1 and K2 are constant
linear coefficients.
The simulations showed that WTRT model’s
performance is better than that of other models, such as
the Predicted Transfer Time (PTT) model, and the Hop-
count model. The WTRT model also provides more
extensive consideration of server load, network situations,
traffic localization and client preference. [12] notices the
difference between the server locates with the same
subnet and the server locates in the different subnet, and
therefore give them different weight factors. But the
possibility that client and server locate in the same subnet
is very limited, especially in the environment of the
Internet.
3.3. Application-Layer Anycast Applications
Wu [35] and his colleagues applied the application-
layer anycasting model on video transmission, such as
Video-On-Demand servers on the Internet. They
presented an algorithm with two modules: 1) For the
resolver, a table is constructed to contain system
measures and characteristics referenced by each server ID
in the table. 2) the second module is implemented in each
server, which needs a data structure to keep traffic data
and system states for generating value for decision (VFD,
in short). Specially, they utilised analytic techniques in
economics and queuing theory, to efficiently use the
system resources.
Application-layer anycast is suitable for Internet-based
multimedia applications. [35] is a good beginning since
Internet-based multimedia applications are becoming the
dominant applications of the Internet, we can therefore
expect that anycast, both application-layer anycast and
network-layer anycast, will attract more attention.
4. An Efficient Algorithm for Application-
Layer Anycasting
4.1 Requirement Based Anycast Algorithm
The critical problem of application-layer anycasting
is how to map an anycast query into one or more IP
addresses. [4] presents 4 metrics about how anycasting
performs: 1) server response time, 2) server-to-user
throughput, 3) server load, and 4) processor load. The
paper identified four possible approaches to maintain
replicated server performance information in the anycast
servers’ database: 1. Remote Server Performance
Probing; 2. Server Push; 3. Probing for Locally-
Maintained Server Performance; and 4. User Experience.
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As we found that in [4], the foundation of anycast
resolver algorithms is the remote server performance
probing based on periodical probing, called the periodical
probing algorithm. [4] mixed the different methods
together in practical applications. There are several
disadvantages for periodical probing:
• Accuracy problem. We suppose that the period of
probing is ∆T, then during ∆T time, the anycast resolver
makes all its decisions based on the result of last probing.
As we know that the Internet changes quickly, therefore
the longer the ∆T is, the worse the accuracy.
● Network load problem. In order to improve
accuracy, the ∆T should be as short as possible, but, on
the other hand, there must get too much probing packets,
this will generate a heavy network load.
● Completeness problem. Periodical probing can
represent the performance of the servers, but it can not
tell resolvers the performance of current network
circumstance, which is also an important element for the
whole performance.
● Resolver server load problem. The periodical
probing algorithm probes for all anycast groups, including
the anycast groups which are not used in the coming
period. This part of job is not necessary, and it can
degrade the resolver’s performance.
We present an algorithm, called requirement-based
probing algorithm, which can overcome all the
disadvantages of the periodical probing algorithm. The
main idea of requirement-based probing algorithm is
described below.
When an anycast query is received by an anycast
resolver, the resolver will send probing packets, such as
ping, to each member in the anycast service group,
respectively. In this case, the probed servers should
respond for the ping requirements, respectively. If a
server’s load is heavy or performance is bad, then the
respond must last longer than a server whose load is light
or performance is good. Therefore the probing packets
can not only probe the servers’ load or performance at
that short period, but also the network load at the same
period. Based on the analysis, we define that the first
responsive server is the best one among the anycast
service group, because the responsive time represents the
network performance and server performance as well,
then the anycast resolver will submit the IP address of the
server to the client via the anycast response. The client
then tries to find the server using the traditional IPv4
procedures.
The advantages of our algorithm include higher
accuracy, better system performance, and less load for
both network and resolvers than the periodical probing
algorithm. It is also practical and easy to implement.
Based on the previous research on Internet traffic
[8][11][32], we know that traffic variables on an
uncongested Internet wire exhibit a pervasive
nonstationarity. As the rate of new TCP connections
increases, arrival processes (packet and connection) tend
locally toward Poisson, here the Poisson arrivals are
given by
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The statistical properties of the Internet congestion
reveal long-tailed (lognormal) distribution of latencies
[33]. Here latency times TL are given by
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Where σ represents the load of the network. Latencies
are measured by performing a series of experiments in
which the round-trip times of ping packets are averaged
over many sent messages between two given nodes.
We compared the performance of the two algorithms
using queuing theory with the previous work on Internet
traffic. We applied two metrics for the performance
comparison:
• The average time used in the system for a query,
denoted as Tq
• The average waiting time for all queries, denoted as
Tw
In the following formulas, we use footnote r for
requirement-based probing algorithm and footnote p for
periodical probing algorithm.
4.2. Performance comparison of Anycast Algorithms
In this section, we compare the two algorithms based on
previous research on statistics characteristics of Internet
traffic and queuing theory. There are some assumptions
for the calculations:
1) Customer arrivals are Poisson arrival.
2) The time unit for both algorithms is 1.
3) During the time unit of 1, there are N customers for
both algorithms.
4) There is one server in the system acting as the resolver,
and the service velocity, µ , can be obtained from
formula (2).
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There are two important parameters to measure the
performance of a system. One is the average time used in
the system for a customer, denoted as Tq. Another one is
the average waiting time for all customers, denoted as Tw.
For both algorithms, we will calculate these two
parameters respectively.
4.2.1 System Performance of The Periodical Probing
Algorithm
For this algorithm, we make the following two reasonable
assumptions:
1. There are two segments in one period, p and 1-p,
shown in Figure 2. During time points 0 and p, there is no
customer arrival; during time points p and 1, there are N
customer arrivals, and the rule is Poisson arrival.
2. During time points 0 and p, anycast resolver provides
service to client, and during time points p to 1, there is no
service for clients. In this duration, the anycast resovler
updates its database.
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P(k)
P 1
t
N arrivals,
p
N
−
=
1
λ0 arrival,
0=λ
0
Figure 4. Time segments assumption for periodical
probing algorithm.
We can obtain the following results using queuing theory.
During time points p to 1:
The Poisson arrival velocity λ ,
p
N
T
N
−
=
∆
=
1
λ ……………..…..(4)
Combine (3) and (4), we can obtain ρ, ratio of usage.
2
2
1
1
σ
µ
λρ e
p
N
−
==
………………..(5)
Further,
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During time points 0 to p:
0=λ , then 0=ρ , and further,
01 =qpT ……………..(8)
01 =wpT ……………...(9)
Then the weighted average for qpT and wpT are:
2
2
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4.2.2 System Performance of Requirement-Based
Probing Algorithm
For the requirement-based probing algorithm, the Poisson
arrival velocity is,
NN
T
N
==
∆
=
1
λ ……………..(12)
The service velocity is the same one described by formula
(3), then
2
2
1
σ
µ
λρ Ne== ……………..(13)
Further,
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4.2.3 conclusions
Now, we can derive two conclusions.
Conclusion 1:
qpqr TT < , ),0( ept∈
0 pe 1
t
Tq Tqp
Tqr
Figure 5 The compare of Tqp and Tqr
Where
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
21
σ
σ
Ne
NePe
−
−
=
, N is the number of queries in the
time unit 1.
In practical, Pe is very close to 1, then that means in
most of the time, requirement-based probing algorithm is
better than the periodical probing algorithm for each
query.
Conclusion 2:
wpwr TT ≤
This result means that the average waiting time for all
the queries of requirement-based probing algorithm is less
than that of the periodical probing algorithm.
5. Summary and Discussion.
This paper is an attempt to report on the work done so
far in the area of anycast. The research on anycast, as we
know, is just at the very beginning. Researchers are
currently focusing on the two categories of anycast:
network-layer anycast and application-layer anycast. As
we have found in this paper that the research work
include several aspects at present:
• Anycast architecture
• Anycast routing algorithm
• Anycast metrics
• Anycast application
Both of network-layer anycast and application-layer
anycast are attracting attention from researchers. At the
same time, anycast technologies have their own
limitations.
We also notice that there is few work on how to make
it compatible for anycast service between IPv6 network
and IPv4 network, although there are plenty of work
discussing the compatible problems between IPv6 and
IPv4. Application-layer anycast is a good choice for this
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problem, but it is not suitable to be used all over the
Internet. There is no such research, to the best of our
knowledge, has been done in network layer.
There are some efficient anycasting routing
algorithms, which are reported in this paper. But we
should mention that all the foundation of these algorithms
is based on the research results and environment of the
current Internet. For this reason, researchers and industry
participators possible should pay more attention to this
issue since the Internet is constantly changing.
Multimedia applications will be a more important issue
in the future Internet. How can we bind anycast service
with multimedia applications is a challenging research
topic requiring immediate attention. We also notice that it
is a natural and good idea to mix anycast and other related
services, such as, multicast, concast, and geocast, and so
on.
Anycast is a new and challenging research topic. There
are several challenges for researchers:
1. Design efficient, scalable, secure anycast model.
The new model should get rid off the disadvantages of the
current Internet, and it should compatible with the current
Internet.
2. Present efficient and effective algorithms of anycast
in different application environment.
3. Provide better services on the Internet using the
anycast mechanism, and service compatible with the
existing services.
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